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Men's hockey team defeats Virginia Tech Friday

December 08, 2008

Virginia Tech 1 - Liberty University 9

Liberty opened the game with 2 power play goals, one scored by Joe Smith and the other by captain, Zac Bauman. Also, in the first period Jon Langabeer found a way to beat the Virginia Tech goalie twice. The second period started quickly with a short-handed goal by Smith just 23 seconds in, putting the Flames up 5-0. Despite allowing a goal by the Hokies in the second, Liberty did not look back. With goals by Dave Semenyna, Kyle Dodgson, Eric Reynolds, and Bauman in the third period, Liberty put Virginia Tech away.

Colin Way, who minded the net for the first two periods, allowed 1 goal on 13 shots, while Christ Tuttle shutout the third period (5 saves). Defenseman, Ryan Walter dropped the gloves in the third period when he took on Tech's Gordon MacGregor, who Walter pulled down to the ice. By game's end, Semenyna led the team with 3 assists. Langabeer pounded out the most hits with 8, and Kevin Hendrix and Mackenzie Bauman both had 3 blocked shots to lead the Flames defensively.

For a complete game schedule, visit the Liberty Men's Hockey website.